
Info-Service    DEKA-Transparent 
Professional Glass and Decorative Paint 

 
For creative work on glass, metal, ceramic, plastic, plaster, stone, foil, modeling and lots more 

 
Features: 

Transparent - high gloss - brilliant shades - good fade resistance - concentrated colour - crystal clear - water resistant - gloss 

retentive - flexible - can be heat hardened 

 
Directions: 

Stir DEKA-Transparent well before using. Before beginning any glass painting project, clean the surface to be painted 

thoroughly, and keep it free of dust, grease and fingerprints throughout the process. Detergents are not suitable for cleaning; we 

recommend a solvent such as mineral spirits. Use a soft dry bristle brush with DEKA-Transparent. If a generous amount of paint 

is applied, an even coat and good lightfastness will be achieved. lf applied sparingly or if paint has been thinned down, the light- 

fastness will diminish drastically. If different colours get painted on top of each other, the first coat has to be heat hardened first 

before the next colour can be applied. 

Allow freshly painted surfaces to dry thoroughly in a dustfree area at room temperature. The paint will be dry to the touch in 

approx. 2 hours (depending on the thickness of the coat) and will be fully dry in 3 days. Heat hardening will further improve its 

adhesive strength and scratch resistance. 

All shades can be blended with each other. Lighter shades can be achieved by mixing with Extender No. 02-00. Clean up 

brushes and other utensils immediately after use with DEKA-Transparent Thinner No. 02-98. If necessary, shades can be 

thinned down (up to max. 5%) with DEKA-Transparent Thinner No. 02-98. Spots with DEKA-Transparent cannot be removed. 

DEKA-Transparent is a decorative paint and therefore not weatherproof. 

 
Heat Hardening: 

To heat harden, wait at least 3 days after painting, then place painted items in a cold oven, turn oven on to 100-120 °C. After 30 

minutes turn oven off and leave object in oven to cool. If oven has no temperature indicator, use a thermometer that measures 

up to 200 °C. Check temperature from time to time a nd regulate heat accordingly. Be careful only to heat harden materials that 

are not sensitive to heat (glass, stone, ceramics etc.). For example acrylic glass and plastic cannot be heat hardened. 

 
Painting on China: 

Even if heat hardened DEKA-Transparent is not permanent against acids and mechanical strain. Drinking cups should only be 

painted on the outside, and plates only an the outer rim. DEKA-Transparent is not recommended for china in everyday use. 

Decorative china, if used infrequently, can be painted with DEKA-Transparent. Heat harden these pieces, and wash them in 

cold water without detergent. Do not leave them soaking in water or put in the dishwasher. 

 
DEKA-Transparent is the ideal paint for glass pictures, coat of arms painting, metal foil painting and much more. For relief - like 

outlines we recommend our DEKA-Outline Paste. DEKA-Transparent Contour Paint No. 02-97 can also be used just like DEKA- 

Outline Paste for a stained glass effect. DEKA-Contour Paint and DEKA-Outline Paste are applied and heat hardened first. 

Then the colours are filled in. Afterwards, if you polish DEKA-Contour Paint by using a rag a metallic effect can be achieved. 

 
DEKA-Transparent can be used for a lot of creative projects. Wherever there is something to be embellished, to be protected, or 

something colourful to be created, DEKA-Transparent is indispensable! DEKA-Transparent is especially suited as a glaze for all 

types of wood, as the natural grain of the wood remains visible. DEKA-Transparent Extender No. 02-00 can also be used as a 

protective shield or top coat for all types of applications. 

 
DEKA paints have represented excellent quality in the hobby and craft field for more than 90 years. The reason this level has 

been maintained for so long can be attributed directly to intensive laboratory research. Thanks to our international experience 

and expertise, DEKA paints are always produced utilizing the newest standards in chemical technology. The careful choice of 

raw materials has allowed us to combine top quality with progressive environmental consciousness. More than 60 years ago, 

DEKA was considered a forerunner by creating waterbased paints for textiles. 

 
DEKA - the specialist in hobby paints! 

Packaging: 25 ml, 125 ml 

Shades of DEKA-Transparent: 

 
02-91 White 02-53 Dark Blue 02-97 Contour Paint 

02-04 Lemon 02-39 Violet 02-98 Thinner 

02-10 Orange 02-62 Light Green 05-88 Outline Paste Grey 

02-15 Red 02-64 Green 05-90 Outline Paste Black 

02-17 Carmine 02-84 Brown 05-94 Outline Paste Gold 

02-49 Blue 02-90 Black 05-96 Outline Paste Silver 

 
We guarantee the consistent top quality of our paints. However, we cannot guarantee the results obtained by their use, due to 

differences in individual application and workmanship. 

 
Please note: Flammable. Do not inhale paint vapor, provide adequate ventilation, avoid eye and skin contact. Keep out of reach 

of children. Not a toy. 
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